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The base price for the Equihunter Endurance is £49,500.00 GBP.
This price excludes a vehicle chassis and VAT.

Here is a summary of the main features.....
Main body:



















The original chassis is shot-blasted, degreased and phosphate-treated
prior to painting for maximum paint adhesion and corrosion resistance
then coated with rust proofing specialist paints before construction
process begins
Custom built body totalling 8.2 metres in length, based on a standard
chassis wheelbase of 4455 cm.
All body walls are constructed from double-skinned lightweight
aluminium panels with a sandwich layer of insulation
Bonded and continuous style privacy windows to both side of the
vehicle
6 sliding opening windows in the living area
6 sliding opening windows in the horse area, 3 high level and 3 at
horses head height with window protection bars
All windows are fitted with locking catches only releasable form the
inside of the vehicle
The GRP Luton Dome is constructed in a double-skinned process with 6
inches of Rockwool® mineral wool insulation materials in between for
thermal, fire and acoustic insulation between layers
Full alloy box section under bed construction for ultra light but
strong structural rigidity
The paint is supplied by ICI in a ‘low-bake’ variant.
Single colour to vehicle of clients choice from palette available
Equihunter Endurance branding and Logo's to cab front, cab side doors
and body sides and tail fin. We would also like to ask our clients
permission to adhere a discreet Equihunter contact detail transfer to
the rear of vehicle body
The ramp door is balanced by 2 strong steel springs concealed under
the horse area floor
2 stainless steel poles activate the locking mechanism at the top and
the bottom of the door for higher safety and travelling security
The rear of the vehicle has both high and low level lights and
indicators for safety
There is a rear facing reversing camera that is switched on all the
time with the vehicle ignition for in-cab viewing
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Various lockers all lined in aluminium:
To the nearside of the vehicle....





Saddle locker with full height double vertically opening doors with
swivelling steel saddle rack for 3 saddles
Tack locker with large single vertically opening door with 3 shelves
to side, 2 x bridle racks on back wall
Full voluminous under floor storage area with 4 locker doors for ease
of access
3 horizontally opening and the last a half height vertically opening
double door with deep skirt locker storage

To the offside of the vehicle...






2 skirt lockers, one with access to the generator starter motor
battery, the other for access to the water pump, the hook-up power
controller and the living area fuse box
The offside under floor locker doors also give access to the LPG tank
and the diesel fuel tank filler
A further locking access door allows access to the vehicle battery set
with the engine isolator switch fitted
All lockers have switchable lights fitted
All lockers are fitted with key actuated locks

Water Supply:



Pumped horse shower supplied from the on-board 125 litre water tank
Low level water tank filling valve connection (Hozelock standard) for
direct hose attachment from a domestic or commercial water supply tap

Cab Area:


Block out curtains are supplied with a rail that allows them to be
drawn completely across the front of the seating to create a thermal
break and light block at night times when using the living, especially
useful in cold weather conditions
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Living Area:



















All walls, cupboards and drawer fronts are faced with high gloss
Cherry wood effect and moulded laminate finished board
Horseshoe seating configuration around tabletop mounted on hydraulic
lift ram.
Seating covered in Italian leather to client’s choice of colours form
palette available.
The leather is piped on the edges in a contrasting colour
The table top is wood trimmed around a laminate wipe clean surface
available in varying colours.
The table top collapses via a handle mounted underneath to form a
base for a double bed.
A concealed board pulls out from under the seating to create the bed
base supported by the table top
A double bed is formed by moving the seating cushion and there is an
insert that fits in, this is kept in the under floor storage area
There are 8 overhead storage cupboards 4 on each side of the living
area, although one of these has a false front to conceal the pull down
LCD TV / DVD
There a also 3 large full depth cupboards with shelves mounted under
the kitchen worktop
There are 3 top level drawers plus a low level drawer mounted under
the oven
A wardrobe unit with clothes hanging space is fitted above the
microwave and refrigerator
All cupboard and wardrobe doors plus drawers are fitted with travel
secure locks to prevent opening in transit
All high and low level cupboards have spill prevention stops or bars
fitted as standard
The floor is finished with a boat decking effect in striped wood
laminate
A large mirror is wall mounted next to the seating area
2 striped material Roman Blinds are fitted to the darkened glass
windows of the living area, lanyards secure the pull strings in the up
position
Silver venetian blinds are fitted to the darkened glass windows of the
kitchen area
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Kitchen Area:












The worktop is of a wipe clean laminate finished board to a choice of
colours
Inset in this is a sink formed from aluminium with a mixer tap above
supplying hot and cold pumped water
The sink has a pull down glass lid top in black glass when not in use
to form a further working area
The sink drains straight to the base of the vehicle
A combination oven is set into the worktop and is fitted with a four
ring burner hob with hinged glass lid / splash-back
The oven is thermostatically controlled and has a grill feature
An 85 litre electric Refrigerator / Freezer is fitted to the floor under
the wardrobe unit
There is plenty of storage on several adjustable shelves and further
storage in the door
The refrigerator door has a lock shut and part open locking feature
for travelling and for holding the door open when not in use
A standard 800w mains powered microwave is fitted above the
refrigerator.
The microwave is powered on mains power form site hook-up or onboard generator power

Luton Area Bed:




Mounted above the cab area is the Luton bed with covered mattress
fitted
The Luton bed has very wide and deep measurements, there is a
switchable 12v courtesy/reading light mounted over.
Curtain pull across the full width of the bed and are made in
matching material to the window Roman Blinds

Bathroom:





The bathroom door has a latched and traditional key lock with dual
chrome handles inside and out
The walls are finished in an easy clean white laminate finish
Lighting comes from 3 12v Halogen down lighters switched from the
entrance door
The is a cassette toilet with full electric flush, the cassette is accessed
and cleaned via a dedicated access point built into the exterior of the
near side
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Next to the toilet is the full height shower enclosure with full hot
and cold electrically pumped water supply
The shower cubicle is full height and has twin sliding curved doors
with full height magnetic closure strips
The glass bowl sink is mounted on a high gloss wooden cabinet with
storage underneath via a single door with travel lock
The plug is a push to close, push to open system
A designer post style tap feeds hot and cold water over the top of the
high sink unit
There is a large wall mounted mirror behind the sink
A dedicated blown air vent supplies central heating and experience
confirms this is more than ample even in subzero external temperatures
A opening window fitted with darkened glass is positioned above the
toilet and is covered by a silver venetian blind

Ventilation:



2 fully opening roof vents supply fresh air with pull across block out
or fly screens.
The vent lid opens to several preset angles

Central Heating:





The central heating control/thermostat is mounted above the seating
area
Central heating is supplied by Propex heat exchanger powered by LPG
and blown by electric fan
There are 3 adjustable valve outlets for the hot air, 2 in the living
are under the seating and the 3rd in the bathroom
In tests the heating can heat the living area from -2 to +20 degrees in
under an hour and maintain it

Water Heating:





The water heating control is mounted above the seating area
Water is heated via a dual fuel Truma water heating system, this can
use either an LPG gas supply or alternatively the use of a 240 volt
1300 watt electric heater to heat water to either 50 or 70 degrees C
presets
There is integral storage for 14 litres of hot water
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Cold water is supplied to the electric flushing toilet, and hot and cold
water is supplied to the kitchen sink, the bathroom sink or the shower.

Electric Power:
Hook-up...





The hook-up system allows for full mains power to be supplied to the
vehicle. Hook up is attached via a dedicated external port
Mains power charges the twin leisure batteries and also the separate
generator starter motor battery
Mains power also directly powers the microwave
There is also a 3 plug power tower built into the end of the worktop
to directly power 230/240w appliances

Generator...








A Yamaha Telair (or similar) generator is located under the vehicle,
this supplies 2500 Kw of power
The generator has been converted to run on LPG gas from the internal
gas tank
The generator has its own control panel mounted near the main door
It is a self starting device with an automatic electric starter motor,
the starter motor is in turn powered by a dedicated battery stored in
the rear offside locker
Once started the generator supplies charging power to the leisure
batteries for lighting, refrigeration, water heating (if switched from gas
heating mode) and also powers the fans that blow the central heating
hot air.
In turn the generator also recharges its own starter battery via a
dedicated battery charger, also located in the rear offside locker

LPG Tank:




An on-board 75 litre LPG tank is one of the unique features of the
Equihunter Endurance. A clean burning and green CO2 friendly fuel, it
supplies power for the cooking and heating of air and water plus
electricity generation
If a hook-up supply is not available at your competition site then no
matter, the LPG tank simply provides for all of your needs for days on
end.
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The tank is simply and most easily refilled at any petrol station that
supplies Autogas used in car engines with conversion kits
LPG is presently nearly half the price of diesel or petrol fuels
The tank has it's own electronic LED fuel gauge mounted next to the
main door

Lighting:




12v halogen down lighters set into the padded ceiling provide ample
lighting
Further lighting is supplied from further 12v down lighters that are
mounted under the cupboard base on both sides of the vehicle
The control switches are mounted next to the large mirror on the
exterior of the Bathroom wall divider

TV / DVD / Radio:





The concealed pull-down TV / DVD Player / Digital Radio is tucked
away behind a high level cupboards and is lowered raised on a
hydraulic ram
The digital TV receives all Freeview channels including selected digital
radio channels
External players can be plugged in, plus there are card reading slots
for photo display
A roof mounted and powered digital aerial boosts reception in poor
signal areas, the control switch for the aerial is mounted in the top of
the end high level cupboard

Main Entrance:







The hall area steps down from the raised living area
The hall area floor is also finished in boat decking effect in striped
wood laminate
The main door has an opening darkened glass window with a latch and
deadlock that can be locked form inside and outside (outside with a
key, inside by a hand operated lever)
Roll out steps with 3 steps allow access to ground level. the steps a
made from alloy checker plate
All step fronts have heavy duty anti-slip strips fitted as standard
The sides of the steps are colour matched with the vehicle body
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For convenience the hall has separate Halogen down lighters that are
controlled by a switch next to the main entrance

The Horse Area:























The floor is covered with full width one piece anti-slip rubber matting
and is mounted on aluminium planking resting on a welded box section
aluminium lattice structure under. It is very solid, extremely strong but
light weight
The Horse Area is fitted with 3 stalls.
The partitions made from an aluminium edged frame and are finished in
easy clean laminate and see through polyurethane skirts for additional
low level light
They are hung from telescopic stainless steel poles with pull down and
pull up locking mechanisms with straps
There are adjustable tracks mounted in the floor and ceiling for full
width and full angle adjustments
The partitions can be swung back and locked for easy access and
cleaning
Each partition door has a polyurethane head divider that can be
rotated and locked in and out of position
There is a sluice channel at the rear of the horse area for easy water
and waste disposal
Easy to wipe down white aluminium walls with white laminate finish
4 foot high stock boards are fitted for kick protection
25mm aluminium box frame to off side wall
A part enclosed rug rack high level prevents any objects falling on the
horses whilst in transit
Kriburg Rubber to ramp - prevents the horse slipping
All windows easy-to-open for extra ventilation
Roof mounted electric ventilation fan is fitted that is reversible and
thermostatically controlled
There is an opening roof light above
All the windows are tinted to prevent glare and are fitted with steel
protection bars
A ramp light is fitted for in transit and static in-cab viewing
Large fold-over ramp gates are fitted with over-locking pins
6 opening tinted windows
The rear of the locker wall is covered in heavy gauge 5 bar checker
plate

